
7.3 Institutional Distinctiveness: When our college had a vision it established, the vision 

of the college is stated as under “we at Sai Shyam Educational Society ® are committed 

to upgrade the knowledge and skill to ameliorate overall personality of youth, to 

increase job prospects by providing latest professional and quality education by using 

latest tools of education to achieve excellence and continual improvement in all fields of 

education by providing carrier and placement excellence to students. 

In order to fulfill its dreams and different aspects of vision the college is working 

vigorously and continuously till date and we are very glad that according to the vision 

of the institution the college has achieved a lot till result in our students performances 

and alumni records and our feedback that we get from time to time from the various 

stakeholders of the college. 

Apart from the curriculum, the college trains its students to clear the teacher eligibility 

tests at all levels. Each day one hour is allotted for preparations to these competitive 

exams. Students make effective use of this time. Most of the students of the institution 

clear these exams each year. Teachers provide guidance to students in preparing and 

presenting answers and improving their answering skills. Question banks of previous 

exams are also made available to the students in the college library along with 

suggestions which help them in understanding the pattern of questions. The peer 

tutoring technique is effectively used for these classes. Students who belong to the 

science stream take classes for those who belong to arts stream and those who belong to 

arts stream take classes for those in science stream. 

Teachers conduct regular tests papers to evaluate the learning of their students. 

Orientation classes especially on carrier opportunities are conducted for the students. 

The college also provide the opportunity to its students to act employed in its own 

institution.   


